
Indian hand in Pakistan Floods Confirmed 
& 

Hydrological war of India against Pakistan 

 
Helping flood victims is important, but taming the cowardly & perverted India is also important, which 

did this cowardly attack against innocent civilians of Pakistan, using dams like a tool to attack 

Pakistan via severe draughts and massive floods. Quaid Muhammad Ali Jinnah rightly called Kashmir 

as the Jugular vein of Pakistan, and Kashmir must be retaken by Pakistan completely. This time 

Afghanistan has also been used in these artificial floods, so Indian & American presence in 

Afghanistan is very dangerous for Pakistan, so instead of fighting its own brothers, Pakistan army 

must support the freedom fighters of Afghanistan to kick America and India out.  

 

1.Some pictures 

 

 

 

 



 
 



 

 

 

 

Check Indian, Afghan Dams For Floods In Pakistan 

Posted by Zaid Hamid on: 

http://www.ahmedquraishi.com/2010/08/17/check-indian-afghan-dams-for-floods-in-pakistan/  

•        Indian company controls dam on Kabul River, tens of dams control flow 

of Kashmir water into Sindh, Punjab, Balochistan 

•        Flood gates of Afghan Sarobi Dam, Indian Baglihar Dam were opened to 

drown Pakistani plains 

•        Two US allies, the puppet regime in Kabul and the ‘strategic ally’ in New 

Delhi, declare water war on Pakistan 

•        The tragedy one again raises question marks on the US double game 

against Pakistan in the region 

•        Melting glaciers have nothing to do with this tragedy; it also doesn’t 

explain why Kabul river surged 

  

 It’s not as if the clouds dodged borders and focused on Pakistan only. Pakistan’s water 

flows from Indian-occupied Kashmir and from US-occupied Afghanistan. A natural 

deluge should have shown some spillover effect into Indian and Afghan regions 

adjoining Pakistan. It is interesting that a second and a third wave of floods is expected 

in Pakistan when there’s no rain to justify it. Where is the water coming from? Here’s a 

perspective by Mr. Zaid Hamid, a security analyst at BrassTacks, and Ms. Gulpari 

Mehsud, a researcher at PakNationalists.com. [PakNationalists.com] 



  

By ZAID HAMID & GULPARI MEHSUD 

Tuesday, 17 August 2010. 

WWW.PAKNATIONALISTS.COM 

  

 

ISLAMABAD, Pakistan—There is a very sinister aspect to the floods in Pakistan that no one is 

discussing in the media. While there were rains and flooding in some rivers of the country, the 

size, scale and the gush of water suddenly pumped into these rivers defies logic. This is especially 

true considering that rains have slowed down since the breakout of the floods on 29 July. 

  

It is two weeks since the rains stopped but water continues to rise in the rivers Indus and Chenab. 

There was no flooding in India or in Afghanistan. Never before have rivers in all the provinces of 

Pakistan flooded at the same time without a similar act affecting the upstream, the source. While 

some parts of the country, like some areas of Khyber Pakhtun Khwa saw flooding in 1929, the 

simultaneous floods covering all of Pakistan and in all of the rivers flowing in from Afghanistan and 

Indian-occupied Kashmir is something truly unprecedented.  

  

The speed and quantity of the gushing water and the short span of time in which it picked 

momentum preclude the possibility that water from melting glaciers are solely responsible for the 

floods. 

  

There is no evidence that suggests that glaciers decided to melt at a faster speed just in time for 

the heavy monsoon rains. 

  

There is every likelihood that what we are seeing today is that the Indians and the US-backed 

regime in Kabul are using water as a weapon for the first time to deluge Pakistan. There is no 

doubt about it.  

  

From an initial look at the data, it seems that a natural spill of heavy rain was exploited by 

releasing water reservoirs in Indian-occupied Kashmir and on river Kabul. Let’s remember that the 

Met Office in Pakistan had already forecast heavy rains almost ten days before the first downpour. 

Different people received this news in different ways. Pakistani politicians, inept and incompetent 

as usual, slept over it. The anti-Pakistan terrorists based on Afghan soil and supported by several 



countries used this information to exacerbate terror against Pakistani citizens in the southwestern 

province of Balochistan, knowing that the State machinery would be distracted. 

  

Interestingly, even when it comes to water, it is Indians who are sitting to the left and right of 

Pakistan’s borders and controlling its water at the moment. The dam on Kabul river is handled by 

Indian personnel, while tens of dams choke Pakistan from the side of occupied Kashmir. 

  

RIVER KABUL 

  

In February, the Obama administration organized a meeting for senior government officials in 

Kabul and Islamabad who handle agricultural issues. The meeting was strangely held in Doha, 

Qatar, on US request. The agenda was to force the Pakistanis to grant agricultural concessions to 

the US-propped government in Kabul, without Pakistan getting anything in return.  

  

But in the meeting, Mr. Zahoor Malik, a senior Pakistani bureaucrat leading the Pakistani 

delegation, raised the issue of an Indian company with close links to the Indian government 

building a dam on river Kabul near the border with Pakistan. It is not clear what the Americans and 

Karzai’s officials had to say about this. There is a track record, however, that the incumbent pro-

US government in Islamabad has often swept such issues under the carpet in order not to 

jeopardize Washington’s support for the Zardari government. 

  

All major rivers flowing into Pakistan including the Indus are blocked by Indian-built dams.  

  

US and British officials often defend India and dismiss Pakistani concerns as ‘conspiracy theories.’ 

Some Pakistani analysts accuse elements within US government and intelligence of using Afghan 

soil against Pakistan. 

  

But imagine this: India, a country that faces a debilitating conflict over Kashmir with Pakistan, 

goes to build tens of small and medium sized dams on all the rivers flowing down to Pakistan, and 

everything is supposed to work out smoothly? Not possible, even theoretically. But luckily Indian 

actions on the ground more than strengthen Pakistani concerns.  

  

After the first wave of floods, the other rivers were flowing normally and no extraordinary rains 

followed. But suddenly Chenab and Indus Rivers overflowed and the flow picked up speed, turning 

into a flood. India’s Baghliar Dam in occupied Kashmir opened its flood gates to cause a tragedy in 

the plains of Pakistan [Sindh and Punjab]. While Sarobi Dam – the Indian-maintained dam 

near Kabul – controls the flow of Kabul River entering Pakistan.  The same thing happened here. 

Monsoons did not lash Afghanistan and there was no flooding there of any magnitude. But again, 

strangely, water flowing from river Kabul into Pakistan dramatically picked up speed as water 

levels increased turning into a flood. The speed with which this transformation occurred could have 

happened only because of one of two reasons: massive rains in Afghanistan or because Sarobi 

Dam released large amounts of water over a sustainable period of time. 

  PAKISTANI POLITICIANS 

ANP, a US-allied party with strong links to Kabul and New Delhi and ruling the Pakistani 

northwestern province, has always opposed the construction of the Kalabagh Dam which would 

have saved thousands of lives and property had it been there. The ANP has argued that building 



the dam would drown the city of Nowshehra. Ironically, ANP’s lie was exposed when not only 

Nowshehra but also Charsadda drowned without the Kalabagh Dam being there and thanks to the 

artificial floods created in Kabul River by ANP’s Indian and Afghan patrons.  

  

[Earlier this year, Washington and New Delhi came to ANP’s defense on the Kalabagh Dam project 

by lobbying the World Bank to refuse Islamabad’s request for funding the dam. The Bank obliged 

and said it can’t fund the project due to Indian objections.] 

  

OUR RESPONSE  

  

How Pakistan responds to this latest Indian water war and aggression is something that remains to 

be seen. What is confirmed is that the incumbent pro-US government in Islamabad is useless 

when it comes to defending the Pakistani interest. To be fair to this government, this unusual 

situation in Islamabad started under former President Musharraf and continues with the current 

‘elected’ government with amazing continuity. This water aggression has proved more lethal than 

the TTP [so-called Pakistani Taliban] and the BLA insurgencies, both of which were started from 

the Afghan springboard to punish Pakistan.  

  

Pakistan has taken another serious hit, more from its corrupt rulers than external enemies. These 

Indian Dams now need to be destroyed. India has declared war on us by exploiting and 

orchestrating these floods. 

 

2. Nawai Waqt / The Nation  

Sudden release of water by India causes floods in Pakistan: Nizami 

Published: August 07, 2010 

LAHORE - Editor-in-Chief The Nation and Chairman Nazria Pakistan Trust Majid Nizami has alleged 

that India’s sudden release of water into the rivers was also a cause of flash floods that 

have devastated a large number of villages in the country. He said that Pakistan could become 

a developed country by utilising its atomic capabilities for civil purpose, adding that the country 

needed such a leadership that by following in the footsteps of the Quaid and Allama Iqbal could make 

the country invincible. 

He was addressing an ‘Ideological Training Workshop’ of senior teachers at the Aiwan-e-Karkunan 

Tehrik-e-Pakistan here on Friday. The workshop was jointly organised by the Nazria Pakistan Trust 

(NPT) and the Punjab Education Department. NPT Vice-Chairman Dr Rafique Ahmed also addressed 

on the occasion. 

Majid Nizami told the teachers that the NPT used to organise awareness programmes about Two-

Nation Theory and Pakistan Movement for both the elder and the youth. He asked the teachers to 

train the youth on the lines that they could contribute in making the country an ideal Islamic welfare 

state. He said that India never accepted existence of Pakistan and planted the Kashmir issue as a 

bomb to shake the roots of Pakistan. Kashmir was the jugular vein of Pakistan and failing to get 

Kashmir, would render Pakistan barren, he stated. 

Majid Nizami averred that civil use of atomic capability could turn the country into a modern and 

developed state. He further said that the Quaid wanted to make Pakistan an Islamic state and he had 

created the country for the poor not for feudal lords. The NPT Chairman deplored that even after 63 

years of independence the dream of Quaid-e-Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah could not be turned into a 

reality.  

 

More news based on Nawai Waqt 



http://ibnlive.in.com/news/reject-indias-flood-aid-pak-newspaper/128920-2.html?from=tn 

Islamabad: Blaming the devastating floods sweeping Pakistan on India releasing excess water into 

the Satluj and Beas rivers, an editorial in a Pakistani paper on Sunday called on the government to 

reject the "hypocritical" Indian offer of aid. 

"The offer of aid is akin is throwing salt on our wounds," the editorial in the Urdu daily Nawa-i-Waqt 

said. 

"Bharat (India) has released water into the Satluj and the Beas and has also offered relief material 

worth $ 50 lakh," it said, referring to Indian External Affairs Minister S.M. Krishna Friday speaking to 

his Pakistani counterpart Shah Mahmood Qureshi and offering $ 5 million for flood victims in Pakistan. 

 

"India on one hand is carrying out an indiscriminate massacre in occupied Kashmir and had the other 

day killed nine defenceless Kashmiris. It released water in the Satluj and Beas to exacerbate the flood 

havoc in Pakistan and the other hand, threw salt on our wounds by offering us assistance of $ 50 

lakh," the editorial said. 

It called on the Pakistani government to decline, with thanks, the Indian offer of aid because "India's 

attitude was hypocritical". 

"It (India) has built dams to secure itself, and is releasing water into Pakistan's rivers as part of its 

design to devastate Pakistan, using water as a weapon. Sometimes, it uses the water to flood 

Pakistan and sometimes, it restricts the flow to transform Pakistan into a parched desert as part of its 

conspiracy." 

The editorial said the Indian actions in Kashmir and through water showed "it was in effect waging a 

war against Pakistan which was causing the country extreme damage, while in an effort to hoodwink 

the world, India had expressed the offer for help." 

The Pakistani government should be extremely cautious of India's "deceit and trickery", it said, 

adding there were only two ways to counter India - "construction of major dams itself, and sustained 

efforts to free the occupied Kashmiri Valley, where a genocide of Kashmiri Muslims was underway." 

"If the Pakistani government falters on either of these two objectives, India will succeed in its unholy 

designs of dismembering Pakistan," the editorial said. 

Pakistan is grappling with its worst ever floods that have left over 1,600 people dead and affected 

over 14 million people. A media report put the total economic loss due to the floods at around Rs.250 

billion ($ 2.92 billion). 

 



Western reporter – David Rothscum , Sunday 15th August 2010 

(To access version with links, and some of the links are quite useful, visit: 

http://davidrothscum.blogspot.com/2010/08/is-india-responsible-for-floods-in.html ) 

Is India responsible for the floods in Pakistan?  

A terrible disaster has happened that has gone largely ignored in the Western world. Pakistan is 

suffering from massive floods, with over 20 million people suffering from the effects according to the 

United Nations. UN Secretary-general Ban Ki Moon says that it is the worst disaster he has ever seen. 

Worse, today, 16 August, Pakistan warned of fresh flood that are yet to come. The death toll is likely 

to be vastly underestimated, as many will be infected with disease from the dirty water as the 

temperature reaches 31 degrees on average during this time of the year in Pakistan. 

 

Unfortunately, evidence indicates that this natural disaster could very well not be so natural at all. 

And contrary to most natural disasters, to induce this flood would not require the use of exotic 

weaponry at all. A story from August 05 of this year indicates that Pakistani officials have held India 

responsible for flooding in the River Chenab. They claim that India has released a big amount of 

water at Jammun Tavi place in River Chenab. An editorial by a Pakistani newspaper, the Nawa-i-Waqt 

urges the Pakistani government to refuse any aid from India. It mentions that: 

"India on one hand is carrying out an indiscriminate massacre in occupied Kashmir and had the other 

day killed nine defenceless Kashmiris. It released water in the Satluj and Beas to exacerbate the flood 

havoc in Pakistan and the other hand, threw salt on our wounds by offering us assistance of $ 50 

lakh," It goes on to say that: "It (India) has built dams to secure itself, and is releasing water into 

Pakistan's rivers as part of its design to devastate Pakistan, using water as a weapon. Sometimes, it 

uses the water to flood Pakistan and sometimes, it restricts the flow to transform Pakistan into a 

parched desert as part of its conspiracy." 

 

Make no mistake, this isn't just any random newspaper, the Nawa-i-Waqt is in fact, the second-

largest newspaper in Pakistan, and dates back to colonial times. From editorials like these, and 

allegations by Pakistani officials, it seems to be mainstream opinion amongst Pakistan's elite that 

India is at least partly to blame for these floods, by building dams that allow them to control the flow 

of water, and flood Pakistan. The thing is, this isn't something that Pakistan spontaneously came up 

with today. Pakistan has been warning for a disastrous flood caused intentionally by India for years 

now. 

 

An article from the Pakistani media from February 2009 mentions: "The three dams being built by 

India on River Indus could play havoc in Northern Areas of Pakistan if the said reservoirs collapse for 

any reason intentionally or unintentionally releasing huge quantum of water causing flash floods that 

could devastate large swathes of land in Pakistan." From the article it appears that these dams are 

capable of storing gigantic amounts of water: 

“India is constructing large dams on River Indus, which include Nimoo Bazgo with height 57-metre, 

Dumkhar of 42 meters height and “Chutak” dam 59 meters height to basically generate hydropower. 

Three dams can store water up to 120,000,000 cubic meters. India’s dam-failure record has been 

worst, as nine of its dams have so far collapsed,” he said. 

In February of this year it was reported that: "many members of Pakistan National Assembly 

expressed great concern over the alleged violation of the Indus Water treaty by India in building 

dams across rivers meant for Pakistan and warned of a possible war between the two countries over 

this issue." The article mentions that India was building multiple storage dams, of questionable 



legality due to a treaty that determines which country has control over the rivers in question. 

According to the rules of the treaty, India got control over the three eastern rivers, the Ravi, Sutlej 

and Beas; while Pakistan got the western ones, the Indus, Jehlum and Chenab. Satellite imagery 

illustrates the overflowing of the rivers in Pakistan. 

 

Even mainstream Western news has reported on the issue of India beginning to take control over 

Pakistan's water supply. In March of this year it mentioned that India was "hogging water" which was 

causing droughts in Pakistan. Was India busy gathering water to release into Pakistan all at once? 

The article features a map which shows how all of the Indus' contributing streams begin in India, and 

how India is building dams just outside to border, in Kashmir. 

 

What is exacerbating the crisis is the reluctance of Western nations to donate aid to Pakistan, mainly 

because of recent allegations in documents released by Wikileaks, that Pakistans' ISI is funding the 

Taliban. It's interesting to mention that the US state department warned India in advance that the 

documents would be released. Wikileaks may have informed us about civilian deaths in Afghanistan 

that the US tried to cover up, but this "perfect storm" of events may end with the people of Pakistan, 

with Western civilians and governments reluctant to help the people of Pakistan because of 

allegations made public through Wikileaks. 

 

However, make no mistake, if the ISI is indeed funding the Taliban, it is the US government that is to 

blame. The CIA is responsible for the birth and rise to power of the Taliban, and it used the ISI to 

accomplish the installment in Afghanistan of an Islamic fundamentalist regime, in a region where this 

ideology was completely foreign and new. Afghanistan's monarchs tried to introduce reforms into the 

nation that had proved successful in the West. As early as the 1920's they introduced mandatory 

primary school education for both girls and boys, and they discouraged the wearing of veils. Had it 

not been for Western intervention, the country would have been much like Turkey today is thanks to 

Attaturk's reforms. 

 

Unfortunately, the West had a different future for Afghanistan in mind, with pseudointellectuals like 

Brzezinski seeing the people of Afghanistan as worthy of little more than to be treated as 

cannonfodder to bring about the destruction of the Soviet Union, the beginning of a betrayal from 

which Afghanistan has never recovered. 

 

Like Afghanistan, the Western world seems to have such a future in mind for Pakistan as well. As I 

mentioned over a year ago, the CIA wrote a report on the future of our planet, and Pakistan would be 

completely Talibanized according to their predictions. The exact wording of the document is: 

Pakistan in 2015. Pakistan, our conferees concluded, will not recover easily from decades of 

political and economic mismanagement, divisive politics, lawlessness, corruption and ethnic friction. 

Nascent democratic reforms will produce little change in the face of opposition from an entrenched 

political elite and radical Islamic parties. Further domestic decline would benefit Islamic political 

activists, who may significantly increase their role in national politics and alter the makeup and 

cohesion of the military—once Pakistan's most capable institution. In a climate of continuing domestic 

turmoil, the central government's control probably will be reduced to the Punjabi heartland and the 

economic hub of Karachi.  

As the Western media has mentioned, this disaster will only aid the spread of the Taliban, as the 

Taliban will build political capital amongst the civilians of Pakistan who are betrayed by the 

international community. The Taliban has already begun helping the civilians who are left to starve by 

the rest of the world. … …  



 

Update 1: I've made an Ad-Sense account, any money made will be donated to charity, to help the 

people of Pakistan suffering from the flood. I'm planning on donating the money to Oxfam. Oxfam 

appears to be a legitimate and ethical charity. It supports the Palestinian people, and it is skeptical of 

the overpopulation hysteria from groups such as the Optimum Population Trust. It doesn't just throw 

food at people (which is actually one of the causes of famines because it destroys domestic food 

production), but also helps people become self-sufficient thus attacking the root causes of famine. 

The CEO of Oxfam is paid a very modest salary. You can donate here.  

 

If I'm horribly wrong and Oxfam is involved in all sorts of evil Illuminaughty stuff, be sure to let me 

know. Any suggestions of other charities are welcome as well. 

 

Update 2: Let's look at some historical precedents. India has used the flow of water as a weapon 

against Pakistan before, in 1948. It stopped the flow of water into Pakistan for a month, until 

Pakistan would pay India for the water supply. South Korea has been flooded without warning once 

by North Korea, through the release of water from a dam (note from the article that it is not clear 

which particular dam the water was released from). South Korea feared the North could use the dam 

as a weapon in case of war. India is also building a dam in Afghanistan, and Iran is held responsible 

for attempts to sabotage it. Countries in Indochina hold the Chinese government responsible for 

causing deadly floods in their territory. 

 

Very important to note is that regions in India suffered from floods as well. Is this evidence that these 

floods aren't caused by the dams at all? The answer to this question is that if anything, it is instead 

evidence of the allegation that dams in India are responsible. The floods happened in the Ladakh 

region of Kashmir. This region happens to be where India was building 3 dams as of February 2009. 

 

Also important to note is that the floods in Ladakh are blamed on heavy rainfall. This brings up the 

next question: If these floods were caused by heavy rainfall, what happened to the rest of India? 

Ladakh is known for its limited rainfall. Tourist guides recommend Ladakh to visitors, because the 

region has a low amount of rain during August and July, compared to the rest of India: "There is very 

little rain in Ladakh, so it is a good place to visit in July and August, during the rainy season in the 

rest of India." A book about Ladakh mentions that: "The climate of Ladakh is characterized by great 

extremes of heat and cold, and by excessive dryness." The rainfall in Ladakh in August is on average 

only 1.65 centimeter. This can be compared to an average of 11.16 cm in New York for example. 

 

Assuming the rain did indeed cause the disaster, this raises two questions: What has happened to the 

climate of Ladakh? Furthermore, why is the rest of India not affected by these mysterious floods? It 

makes little sense to me. 

 

 

Appendix:  

Hydrological war of India against Pakistan  

Tuesday, 20 April 2010 17:20 , Written by Farzana Shah  

http://65.39.201.148/index.php?view=article&catid=54%3Ageneral&id=2017%3Apaper-on-water-

issue&tmpl=component&print=1&layout=default&page=&option=com_content  & 



http://65.39.201.148/index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=2017%3Apaper-on-water-

issue&catid=54%3Ageneral&showall=1  

 

During past decade nuclear arch rivals Pakistan and India came to brink of war... 

many times but shown restrain every time. Better sense prevailed on both sides. In 2004 by announcing unilateral ceasefire at 

LOC (line of control) Pakistan paved the way forward for durable peace in subcontinent. It was envisaged after initialising peace 

process that now as both the countries are N-capable so they are bound to solve their bilateral issues on table but courtesy to 

Indian aggressive water policy these hopes are fading away with each passing day.  Population growth in subcontinent is major 

impediment in progress. Pakistan is facing stiff challenges on many fronts. Water and energy security are most important of 

these. 

 

Pakistan is on the brink of water disaster and its availability has decreased to 1,200 cubic meters per person from 5,000 cubic 

meters in 1947 and is predicted to plunge to 800 cubic meters by 2020. This is alarming situation and making the things even 

worse India has started many hydro power projects, dams, reservoirs and barrages on 

Pakistani rivers in Kashmir. 

 

Water dispute between Pakistan and India started when a boundary commission for demarcating the international boundaries, in 

the states of Punjab and Bengal under the chairmanship of Sir Cyril Radcliffe was constituted. He awarded most of the canals 

and the canal irrigated land to Pakistan, but the sources of all the five tributaries of the Indus- Jhelum, Chenab, Ravi, Beas and 

Sutlej- remained in India. Thus, India continued to be the "upstream riparian" of the Indus and its tributaries. To fully comprehend 

the complication that the Indus River bears, it is essential to understand Indus River system. 

 

Situation is going to get worse in future if India completed all its projects on Pakistani rivers flowing from Kashmir into Pakistan. 

Many international authors and thinkers have already rung the alarm bell while analyzing Pakistanâ€™s water, food and energy 

security in future in context of Indian plans on Pakistani rivers and clumsy response from many Pakistani governments in 

Islamabad. 

Indus River Basin 

Dispute between Pakistan and India on water can only be understood after getting an insight about Indus river basin system. 



 

 

Soon after independence, the problem drew the attention of the governments of India and Pakistan as both countries wanted to 

extend irrigation on their side of border. Bilateral negotiations were initially held but settlement was ultimately arrived under the 

patronage of the World Bank. In Sep. 1960, The Indus Water Treaty was signed. 

 

Under this treaty, Pakistan received exclusive rights to the water from the three Western rivers, Indus,  Jelum and Chenab â€“ 

with an assured flow of about 166.46 x 109 m3 or 135 million acre-feet (MAF). Water from three eastern rivers- Ravi, Beas and 

Sutlej, with an annual flow of 33 MAF were allocated to India. The treaty established a transition period up to 31st March 1970 for 

Pakistan to construct its systems of works, called Indus st Basin Replacement Plan. Meanwhile, India was to continue supply of 

water to Pakistan to irrigate about 1.2 Mha area before replacement works (two storage dams, five barrages, one siphon and 

eight link canal system) were completed. As a result, there is an impressive list of post independence irrigation works in the 

Pakistan. 

 

History of Indo-Pak Water Dispute 

• Brief history of Water disputes between Pak and India 

Prior to independence the British started to establish a linked canal system in various parts of subcontinent. For this purpose 

number of headworks and canals were built, dams were envisioned. 

 

On April 1st, 1948, India stopped supply of water to Pakistan from every canal flowing from India to Pakistan. Pakistan protested 

and India finally agreed on an interim agreement on May 4, 1948 (Inter-Dominion Accord). This accord required India to release 

sufficient waters to Pakistani regions of the basin in return for annual payments from the government of Pakistan so this 

agreement was not a permanent solution. 

 

By 1951, dispute had taken a very dangerous turn as both countries were not talking to each other on this matter anymore and a 

war was very much at hands therefore, Pakistan approached the World Bank in 1952 to help breaking the deadlock and settle 



the problem permanently. Negotiations were carried out between the two countries through the offices of the World Bank for six 

years (1954-60). It was finally in Ayub Khan's regime that an agreement was signed between India and Pakistan in September 

1960. This agreement is known as the Indus Water Treaty. 

• Indus Water Treaty 1960 (IWT) 

This treaty divided the use of rivers and canals between the two countries. Pakistan obtained exclusive rights for three western 

rivers, namely Indus, Jehlum and Chenab. And India retained rights to three eastern rivers, namely Ravi, Beas and Sutluj. The 

treaty also guaranteed ten years of uninterrupted water supply. During this period Pakistan was to build huge dams, financed 

partly by long-term World Bank loans and compensation money from India but India denied money to Pakistan for this purpose. 

After Indian denial of money The Bank responded with a plan for external financing supplied mainly by the United States and the 

United Kingdom Three multipurpose dams, Warsak, Mangla and Tarbela were built. A system of eight link canals was also built 

and the remodeling of existing canals was carried out. Five barrages and a gated 

siphon were also constructed under this treaty. 

 

Above: Historical picture of signing ceremony of Indus Water Treaty showcasing President Islamic republic of Pakistan, Ayub 

Khan, Indian Prime minister Jawhar Lal Nehru and World Bank representative. 48 years old treaty is the only treaty intact 

between two nuclear arch rivals of subcontinent. 

 

Important points of IWT (Indus water Treaty) 

1. India will have exclusive right over Eastern Rivers (Ravi, Beas and Sutlej) until they crossed into Pakistan. 

2. Pakistan will have exclusive rights over Western Rivers (Chenab, Jehlum and Indus) 

3. India will be allowed to use Western River waters for non-consumption use only (excluding irrigation and storage). 

4. India will pay one time to Pakistan for loss of its water of Eastern Rivers. 

5. A transitions period till 31 March 1970 will be maintained by both sides so that Pakistan can build its link canal system to 

divert  water from its Western Rivers to Eastern Rivers through these link canals. 

6. Both sides will avoid building any man made structure which can change natural course of water. 

7. Both sides will be responsible for maintaining Indus basin by adopting best practices available. 

8. India will be bound to inform Pakistan about design of any work on Western river well before start of any work on 

Western rivers. 

9. If India construct any work on Western Rivers it will supply water downstream that was received by a dam or barrage 

within 24 hours. 

Indian Plans for Pakistani Rivers 

IWT was a treaty heavily in favor of India. India got unrestricted allocation of Eastern Rivers and some limited allocation on 

Western Rivers along with permission to complete under-construction dams and reservoir these included Mahora, Ganderbal, 



Kupwara, Bhadarwah, Kishtwar, Rajouri, Chinani Nichalani Banihal etc. Pakistan did accept accord as there were still guarantees 

and criteria to ensure water availability to Pakistan and this was perhaps the last chance for settling the dispute peacefully. 

 

India till this day has continued to pursue its dream of making Pakistan docile to fulfill Indian desires. To achieve this dream India 

decided to manipulate provisions of IWT1960 cleverly and now is in process of building multiple dams and barrages clearly 

breaching the provisions described in the treaty. The aim is to damage link canal system of Pakistan by blocking water in one 

season and to destroy ready crops in the other season by releasing excessive waters through these dams and barrages. 

Diversion of water is also a disturbing practice opted by India during recent years. 

Below are the details of some of the current and proposed Indian projects on Western rivers. These details clearly showcase 

intentions of India about water flow towards Pakistan. 

• Chenab 

India has already built 14 hydroelectric plants on Chenab River and is building more plants which will enable it to block entire 

water of Chenab for 20-25 days. These dams have also enabled India to release huge quantity of water downstream not only to 

cause damage to standing crops but also to our canal systems. Chenab River provides water to 21 canals and irrigates about 7 

million acres of agriculture land in Punjab province of Pakistan. 

• Baglihar Dam 

Baglihar Dam is located near Doda (on river Chenab which according to Indus Water Treaty belongs to Pakistan. Baglihar dam is 

143 meters (470 feet) high, equal to worldâ€™s largest rockfilled dam at Tarbela, Pakistan. The dam also houses gated spillways 

to control the flow of water of river Chenab. 

 

India initiated this project in 1999 and spent more money than what was estimated. The increase in initial estimated cost of the 

dam in 2002 resulted in Rs5 per unit (highest in India) increase cost of electricity to be produced from the dam. Baglihar dam was 

the first project by Indian which was referred to neutral expert in the World Bank. 

 

 

Above:An ariel view of massive Baglihar        Above:Massive tunnel built to divert 

dam after completion. Dam caused damage   River water to under ground power 

of Rs.23 billion to Pakistani agriculture in         station at Baglihar Dam. 

2008 alone. 

 

Pakistan time and again reminded India about its reservations and concerns regarding this project but instead of taking Pakistani 

concerns into consideration India continued construction of Baglihar dam even 

after the matter was taken to World 

Bank for arbitration. Pakistan raisedfollowing concerns regarding design of 

the dam; 

• Height of Dam: Height of freeboard (The vertical distance between the top of the dam and the full supply level on the 

reservoir) of dam must be reduced as it is in excess of designed parameter of the dam. 



• Gated spillways: India must abandon gated spillways design as it will enable India to manipulate water flow by blocking. 

There must be only a run of river project. 

• Poundage /Storage: Storage capacity of reservoir of the dam must be reduced so that flow of the river is not 

interrupted. 

The World Bank expert Raymond Lafitte approved the project in February 2007 but asked India to reduce height of the freebed by 

one and a half meters and reduction in poundage of storage from Indian claimed 38 million cubic meter (MCM) to 32 million cubic 

meter whereas Pakistan asked to reduce it. Other objections were rejected. 

 

Right:  

A view of Massive gated spillways at Baglihar dam. Height of dam also  suggested that this dam is built basically as a reservoir 

and not for just hydel power generation as India is trying to project. One opened gate of spillways as shown in the above picture 

tells how much water can be blocked behind all gates of spillways. 

 

During 2008 Rabi sowing season (Jan-Mar) Pakistan suffered a loss of more than 20 billion rupees. Not only that but production 

of Wheat crop along with petty crop like Rice, Cotton also got affected due to low water in canals originated from Chenab. 

 

Financial Viability of the project shows India is determined to cut flow of Pakistani rivers from Kashmir. Per MW cost of electricity 

from Baglihar is Rs8.89 Corer which is much higher than other parts of India and the only reason for that is the increased cost 

of the project which was initially estimated at Rs27 Billion but increased to more than Rs40 billion. Despite this surge in cost India 

never showed any hesitation to undertake this enterprise. Cost will further increase after India modified its design in order to 

implement verdict of neutral expert which includes reducing height of freeboard of dam. 

 

Hydrologic viability is another gauge of Indian intention behind this project. After commissioning second phase of Baglihar total 

electricity out put will be 900 MW. The question here is; whether 900 MW production at Baglihar viable? For how  many days in a 

year the production could be maintained at that rate? 

 

In its May 2005 issue, â€˜Dams, Rivers & Peopleâ€™ reported, â€œIt will require 860 cumecs of water (to generate 900 MW), 

but Chenab  flow reduces to lower than that in winter. In fact flow in Chenab reduced to upto 50 cumecs. The Indian authorities 

have not made public the hydrologic data or the projected power generation from the project. The experience of the existing 690 

MW Salal project on Chenab 480 MW Uri HEP on the adjoining basin Jhelum shows that these projects in fact generate much 

less power in winter when the need for power is maximum in J&K.â€Q 



So it is evident that purposes of the dam, electrical station, reservoir and gated spillways are much more than what the Indians 

have projected about this dam. 

• Salal Dam 

This dam was built on River Chenab in 1987 and was commissioned in 1993; it is built downstream of Baglihar. It is medium size 

dam with height of 113 meters and it has a reservoir level of 494 meters. Means it can block water of Chenab. 

Water discharging from downstream of Baglihar reaches Salal. 

India has always claimed that hydro projects in Indian Held Kashmir (IHK) are for the population of Jammu and Kashmir but 

according to official sources of National Hydroelectric Power Corporation (NHPC), the main contractor and builder of many dams 

in India and Kashmir including Salal dam, electricity generated by Salsal project will be provided to Punjab, Haryana, Delhi, 

Himachal Pradesh, Rajhisthan, and Uttar Pradesh, and the union territory of Chandigarh. 

Like always India told the world and Pakistan that this project is built adopting run-of- river method (without any reservoir) but 

below image taken from Google Maps clearly exposes a reservoir and blocked water flow of Chenab. 

 

Above: Ariel view of Salal dam built near Jammu on River Chenab. Most noticeable thing is dry bed of river just along the dam 

means no discharge of water downstream towards Pakistan. This act is a clear violation of Indus Water Treaty signed in 1960 as 

India can only built hydro power projects adopting run-of-river methodology without interrupting/blocking/diverting flow of water in 

three Western rivers and Chenab is one of these three rivers. 

• Dul Hasti 

Located in Kishtwar district Hydro-electric power project comprises a â€œdiversion dam â€Q at â€˜Dulâ€™ across the river 

Chenab and a power house at â€˜Hastiâ€™. Test runs begun in 2007. The dam was initiated by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 

way back in 1983. Thedam infrastructure was demolished once by Kashmiri freedom fighters in early 1990s and work on dam 

was abandoned  afterwards. The construction started later on the project. Once again built in Kashmir, the dam benefits only 

parts of India including Haryana, Punjab, Himachal Pradesh, Uttaranchal, Rajasthan and Chandigarh whereas Jammu and 

Kashmir will merely get 12% of royalty of the project. 

 

Concrete gravity dam of 185 m length and 65 m height has an ungated spillway of 40 m  and a gated spillway of 64 m with 4 

radial gates. Again gated spillways are there just to stop flow of water to Pakistan. 



 

 

Above:Downstream side of Dul dam in                       Above:An older picture of Dul dam. In this  

Kashmir. India is busy in building                                   picture river diversion work is underway.  

multiple dams of Western Rivers which                         Diversion of any one of Western river is a 

belongs to Pakistan according to                                  clear violation of IWT 1960 

IWT1960. Chenab is biggest victim of 

Indian water aggression on which 8 

dams are being built 

 

This dam also tells the same story how committed India is to carry the plan to barren Pakistan completely by blocking flow of 

water of Pakistani rivers. Initial cost of the dam was estimated at Rs183 crore (in 1983) but due to delays the project cost climbed 

to Rs5228 Corer. This is 28 times increase in cost but still India completed this project and commissioned it on April 26, 2008. 

War is the only thing where any government can put so much resources and time on a single project. 

 

Right:   

Ariel view of Dul dam after completion. It is still a mystery how the power plant will get water in winter when river flow reduces to 

few cusecs of water? 

• Tawi-Ravi Link 

River Tawi is a major left bank tributary of Chenab. It also flows into Pakistan along with Chenab and finally joins latter.  To steal 

river Tawiâ€™s water India built a lift irrigation scheme on the left bank of Tawi River. Main elements of this scheme are an uplift 

pump near Bahu fort in Jammu city and a canal system which joins another canal, Ravi-Link canal, near Vijaypur. Ravi Link Canal 

is drawn out from right bank of river Ravi. 



To send water into Tawi canal system, uplift water pumps lift water 31 meter higher from river level and put it into canal from 

where it is send to Ravi-Link Canal so that India can use this water in Ravi River which was given to India in IWT 1960. 

• Future Plans of India on Chenab 

Indian determination to make Pakistan barren in near future has pushed her nefarious designs up to next level. All the above 

mentioned dams were not adequate to fulfill Indian designs against Pakistan therefore more dams and reservoirs are planned on 

river Chenab according to next five-year development plan of India. Below is the detail of these projects.  

• Pakal Dul & other Chenab Basin Projects 

Pakal Dul and two other projects aggregating to about 2100 MW in Chenab Basin are proposed to be implemented through a 

Joint Venture Company in pursuance to MoU signed on 10.10.2008. 

According to Indian ministry of water Pakal Dul (Drangdhuran) Hydroelectric Project is envisioned as a reservoir based scheme 

proposed on river Marusudar, the main right bank tributary of river Chenab in Kishtwar Tehsil of Doda District in Jammu & 

Kashmir. This is again a violation of IWT. The Project envisages construction of a concrete face rockfill dam across river 

Marusudar at village Drangdhuran and an underground Powerhouse at a location 2 km upstream of Dul dam, near village 

Trimuli.  At Full Reservoir Level (EL 1700 M), the gross storage of the reservoir is 125.4 MCM. The project will cost more than 

Rs5500  Corer. 

 

After Baglihar, It will be interesting to see how an even higher dam affects the flow of Chenab and this is the first time Indians are 

going to build a dam with reservoir and they have announced this plan vocally. Capacity of the reservoir is another indication of 

how big this will be after completion. Baglihar with its 32 MCM can reduce flow of 7000 cusecs to Pakistan it must be much easier 

to understand that what impact a reservoir with a capacity of 124.4 MCM will have on downstream flow of the river. 

Environmentally, this project can prove to be an ecological disaster as most of its submerged area will consist of forests and 

agriculture lands. Submergence of forest land leads to loss of biodiversity and habitat destruction of wildlife on the other hand 

submergence of agriculture land as well as dwelling require rehabilitation of ousted people. 

• The Bursar Hydroelectric Project 

To complete the agenda of blocking water of Chenab India has stepped up its plansmainly encouraged by clumsy and delayed 

response and quietness of Pakistani government on other above mentioned dams. 

India wants a reservoir based dam upstream to all other dams i.e. Pakal Dul, Dul Hasti, Rattle, Baglihar, Sawalkot and Salal 

Hydroelectric Projects, thereby enhancing the potential of all downstream schemes in winter season as Chenab flow reduces to a 

large extent in winter. India needs enough water which she can feed to its downstream dams then those dams will also store 

water and hence blocking entire water of Chenab in winter season when Pakistani farmer sow wheat.  This purpose will be 

served by The Bursar Hydroelectric Project. It is declared Indian project and it is going to be a reservoir based dam. 

 

According to Indian claims this will mitigate the shortage of water availability in the river during the winter months. But this dam 

just like Pakal Dul will be built on Marusudar River a major right bank tributary of Chenab. Pakal Dul dam itself will have a storage 

capacity of 125 MCM besides this Bursar another dam will be a 252m high rockfill dam these two dams will give India total control 

of this major tributary of Chenab. 

Once again a project built on Pakistani river flowing in a disputed territory will serve Indian states Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, 

Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Uttaranchal, Rajasthan, Union territories of Chandigarh & Delhi. 

• Jehlum 



Jehlum is second in list of Western Rivers which were given to Pakistani according to IWT in 1960. Indian plans to block water of 

Pakistani Rivers ajre not limited to Chenab. Jehlum is the next target of India. Indian schemes on this river are more impudent 

and will violate IWT much more meanly. 

 

On Chenab Indian are busy building dams with excessive poundage capacities while on Jhelum plans are more  inline with 

diversion of water from Jehlum and its tributaries so that flow of river can be reduced when it cross into Pakistan. 

• Wullar Barrage/Tulbul Navigation Project  

This barrage is going to be built on river Jelhum near mouth of Wullar Lake near Sopore town in Kashmir. Wullar is largest fresh 

water lake in Jammu and Kashmir. Pakistan gave it the name according to design of project i.e. Wullar Barrage while India once 

again to deceive everybody around calls it Tulbul Navigation Project. 

Barrages are built mainly to divert water from rivers into canals for irrigation or link purposes. India has no such 

provision on Jehlum under IWT. This barrage was proposed in 1984 when tension between Pakistan and India was high.  

Mostly projects built on Western rivers were conceived in 1980s. India claims that this barrage will make Jehlum navigable in 

summer while Pakistan knows that India will use it as a geo-strategic weapon to manipulate flow of water specifically in winter. 

Right:  

 Map showing location of various hydro projects on Jehlum River 

This project is a clear violation of IWT as according to IWT India is not allowed to built any man- made structure on Western river 

which can interrupt flow of any of these rivers. This proposed barrage will eventually have a potential to destroy whole triple canal 

system which Pakistan built after IWT was signed. This system includes major canals which irrigate millions of acres in Punjab 

and consists of Upper Jhelum Canal, Upper Chenab Canal and the Lower Bari Doab  Canal. 

According to the original Indian plan, the barrage was expected to be of 439-feet long and 40-feet wide, and would have a 

maximum storage capacity of 0.30 million acres feet of water. 

What India has done to Pakistan in case of Baglihar dam there is no reason to believe what India is telling the world about this 

project. World Bank once again favoured India on this project as well and could not force her to abandon the project when the 

matter was referred to it in 1986 eventually Pakistan was forced to knock the door of International Arbitral Court in 1987 when 

India was forced to stop further construction work. 

 

Wullar Barrage is one of the agenda item in composite dialogue between Pakistan and India and after more than 10 rounds there 

is no progress as usual due to Indian persistence that this project is rightful under IWT. 

• KishanGanga  



Once again India named this project as such so that real intension can be concealed. Kishanganga project is going to be a dam 

on river Neelam, known as Kishanganga in Indian Held Kashmir. Geologically it is an extremely complex project as it will 

have a 27 km long tunnel to divert water of Neelam from its natural course which is a clear violation of IWT. This tunnel 

will be connected to Jehlum in South through North Kashmir mountain range. 

The tunnel will initiate and take water from a 103 meter high reservoir on river Neelam. This reservoir is also part of the project 

and will submerge almost the entire Gurez valley along the AJK's Neelum valley but for India any ecological disaster is miner 

thing  to take into consideration when it comes to blocking or diverting Pakistani water so these concerns were never taken up by 

higher echelons in New Delhi. 

 

Left: A view of starting point of 27 km 

long tunnel which will be used to divert 

water of river Neelam (Kishanganga) 

and join it with Jehlum  at Wullar 

Barrage before it crosses into Pakistan. 

 

The plan is to change the course of river Neelam about 100 km from its natural course and link it to Jehlum at Wullar Lake near 

Bandipur through a channel and above  mentioned tunnel. 

Presently, the Neelam and Jhelum rivers join each other at Muzaffarabad at a point called Domail. Through the proposed Wullar 

barrage project, India claims to maintain constant yearly flow in Jhelum but in reality this 100- kilometre diversion of the Neelum 

River, Pakistan's Neelum Valley could dry up and become a desert. 

The most important issue here is the diversion of the Neelum River waters to the Wuller Lake. According to some estimates, the 

diversion will also reduce the flow of water into Pakistan by a factor in between 25 percent to 33 percent. Further it will ruin 

Pakistanâ€™s Neelum-Jhelum project as water of Neelam will be diverted by India already from its 14 natural course and power 

generation capacity of the project will reduce to an extent that sole purpose of the project would die. Blueprints and technical 

stipulations for this project were finalised in 1997 and WAPDA selected this project in 2001 for execution under its Vision 2025. 

India is going to complete its project after a gap of 18 years and the cost have gone up by 68% than what it was estimated at the 

time of its inception. 

India wants to gain control over Neelam and thatâ€™s why she has decided to initiate work on the project in 2008 and complete it 

by January 2016. Although the matter is disputed between two countries but Indian intentions are to exploit condition in IWT 

which allow control over Neelamâ€™s water to whoever completes their project first.  In 2008, Indian minister for water affairs, 

Jairam Ramesh, said,â€œThis project is of strategic importance to India. We will shortly take the revised cost estimates 

of Rs3,700 crore ($928 million) for the project for the cabinetâ€™s approval. We have to move heaven and earth to 

ensure the earliest commissioning of the project,â€Q This statement must be an eye opener for anyone who still has any 

doubt about Indian plans about making Pakistan barren in near future. 

This project would pose a serious threat to wildlife in and around Wullar Lake and also affect people who live on the banks of 

Neelam and utilise its water for daily usage. Even environmentalists in India have objected to the project. 

 

Once again the beneficiary states include Himachal Pradesh, Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Uttaranchal, Rajasthan, Union 



Territory of Chandigarh & Delhi for a project which is going to be executed in Jammu and Kashmir and was claimed to be a 

project for local population of Jammu and Kashmir. 

• URI Power Project  

Uri hydro power project is next dam on a Pakistani river where a dam is constructed. Uri is a town on the river Jhelum in the 

Baramula district, in Jammu and Kashmir . The town is very near to LoC. This project consists of a 52 m high and 152 meter 

long dam with 4 spillways. 

 

 

Above:Upstream and reservoir on Uri-I                Above:Downstream of Uri-I dam on 

Hydro power project on Jehlum near                     Jehlum river. 

town of Uri. 

Indian claims that purpose of the project was to generate cheap electricity from run of river project. In reality this project is already 

causing many problems to locals and to ecosystem as well. 

 

According to Jan 2006 issue of â€˜Dams, River and peopleâ€™ it was expected to generate full output almost continuously for 

five months of the year (April-Aug) with production falling to lower levels in the winter. 

 

Further it was stated that project has cost 98% more than initial estimates meaning doubling the cost of power generated and yet  

it performed 27% less than what was envisaged since its commissioning in 1996-97.  NHPC, company which has built the dam 

admitted in 2004-05 that URI is a non-peaking station and the result is low performance and huge cost of the electricity produced 

by this project which is too high to buy for state of Jammu and Kashmir. 

 

Uri project was executed without a proper plan for the people affected by the project and their compensation is due compensation 

issues remain unresolved over eight years after completion of the project. 

 

Instead of learning some lesson from its mistakes made in Uri-I, India has announced to undertake Uri-II hydro power project 

which will be built downstream to Uri-I. 

 

Accordingly to NHPC this Project is planned immediately downstream of Uri-I and will pick up its tail water to make use of the 

gross head of about 130m available in the course of the river between Uri-I tailrace outlet and a place located about 1.25 km 

downstream of the confluence of Goalta Nallah and Jhelum River, close to the Line of Control (LoC). 

 

It is strange to go for such a project which is located at line of fire despite the failure of Uri-I which already has destroyed another 

old 1962 built Mohra HEP of 9 MWas URI diverts all the water from upstream of this project. Now this must be no surprise why 

16 after so many failures in one single project India has given a go-ahead to its second extension at the same location. 

 

From all above mentioned projects it has become clear that Indian intentions about Pakistani waters are very malicious. India is 



very carefully choosing spots on Western Rivers so that it can block flow of water despite small size of dams and reservoirs. 

These spots are located in areas where rivers flow very low in winter season. Even small and medium size dams on these spot 

on rivers and their tributaries will enable India to manipulate water flow if it is desired. 

• Indus 

Indus is largest river in Pakistan and largest of all three Western rivers which were allocated to Pakistan under IWT in 1960. the 

river initiates from China and reaches Jammu and Kashmir region and flow there for a kilometer and then cross into Northern 

areas of Pakistan and take its natural turn towards south in NWFP and continues for almost 1700 kilometer towards south 

passing through Punjab and Sindh before it finally falls into Arabian Sea. 

 

Indus is fed from nine Himalayan glaciers and number of tributaries also initiated from Himalayan ranges.  Although Indus and its 

tributaries belong to Pakistan as per IWT but India has started building dams ( work on minimum three is underway) on Indus 

main and its tributaries to interrupt flow of Indus before it cross into Pakistan. 

 

According to media reports Indian Parliament has approved construction of 500 km long train track from Hamachel Pradesh to 

Ladakh which would be utilised for transportation of construction material for Kargil dam and three other reservoirs being built on  

the Indus River. 

Below are the details of dams Indian are building on Indus 

• Nimoo Bazgo 

Nimoo Bazgo is 57 m (187 feet) high Concrete Gravity dam which is under construction on main Indus River. The main site is 

located 70 km from Leh and work is already underway. 

 

Once again Indian claim that this is a run-on-river scheme but looking at average availability of water in the river in winter it is 

hard to believe that this is a hydro power project. India initiated this dam in November 2006 and completion is planned to be 

happen in October 2010. 

 

The dam is being built on a location where seven sub watersheds join Indus and the dam is going to face a problem of muck due 

to geology of the site.  The area is highly non forest so nothing will stop water from brining mud along with water which would 

have a possibility to stop water flow completely. 

 

 

Above:Location of Nimoo Bazgo dam       Above: Work is in progress on Indus Main 

near Alchi village in Ladakh valley.               on Nimoo Bazgo site. 



India seems to be in hurry to complete this project so a massive workforce is deployed on the site and almost 75 percent of the 

work has been completed. 

 

India is spending Rs6.11 billion just to produce 45 MW electricity and that would only possible when power station works on full 

capacity which is not possible in winter when glaciers stop melting. 

The more interesting thing to note here is Indian contractor (NHPC) never released any data on its website regarding capacity of 

the reservoir and type of spillways which is really disturbing as any gated spillways on Indus would enable India to block every 

drop of water flowing into Pakistan. 

• The Dumkhar 

Following the pattern of building multiple dams on western rivers in single area, which was adopted on Chenab, India is perusing 

its plan daringly for Indus river as well and there has been a urgency in this drive since last year or so.  After Nimoo-Bagzo, 

Indiaâ€™s next dam would be some 48 km downstream i.e. Dumkhar hydro power porject. The project is located 128 Km from 

Leh near Dumkhar village. 

 

The Dumkhar project envisages construction of a 42 m high concrete gravity dam across river Indus. This dam would also house 

two diversion tunnels although the project is a run on river but still diversion tunnels will affect the flow of water particularly in 

winter 

season. 

Again no data is given about reservoir and discharge spillways (gated or ungated)  is provided by Indian authorities. 

• Chutak Hydroelectric Project 

Just like tributaries of Chenab Indian belligerence is once again evident by Chutak dam which India is building on river Suru. 

River Suru is one of major Indus river tributary. 

The barrage of the project is located near Sarzhe Village and the power house will be located on the right bank of river Suru near 

Chutak Village. The project is located near Kargil airfield of Inain Air Force. 

 

Other Issues 

• River training works like spurs and groynes  

IWT prevents both countries from building any structure that can change natural flow of 

water from its natural course. India has built river training works on Ravi River opposite to Narowal (Pakistan). Narowal has 

suffered a dreadful flood in 1992-93 in monsoon when India released excessive water into Ravi River. 

 

River Training Works usually carried out to divert the flow of a river for some other construction work like bridge, dams, barrages 

etc. 

• International Water warfare against Pakistan  

After blocking its water in Kashmir by building multiple dams on Pakistani rivers now India has taken this water war beyond 

bilateral level. Currently due to changed geo political environment India has excellent relation with puppet Afghan government. 

 

By harnessing these relations now India is pursuing an agenda of persuading Afghan government to build a big dam on Kabul 

River so that its flow into Indus River in Pakistan can be blocked. 



 

Afghanistan at present utilises just a fraction of Kabul waters to irrigate about 12,000 acres of land. According to new proposed 

plans a dam will be constructed on the Kabul River and will set up Kama Hydroelectric Project to utilise 0.5 MAF water to irrigate 

additional 14,000 acres. 

Any dam on Kabul River will affect its flow into Indus especially in winter as Indus emits from glaciers which melt less in winter 

and some of these glaciers donâ€™t melt in winter season at all. 

 

Indian plans donâ€™t end here. This is just beginning of a very troublesome water policy by India towards Pakistan. Below is list 

of Indian planned dams on Pakistani rivers all these dams along with completed projects will enable India to block Pakistani water 

for a considerably long period of the time. 

• Planned dams / Barrages on Pakistani Rivers 

According to Jammu and Kashmir State Power Development Corporation Ltd following projects would also built on Pakistani 

rivers. 

 

Jhelum River Basin 

• Lower Jhelum 

• Upper Sindh-I 

• Ganderbal 

• Upper Sindh-II 

• Pahalgam 

• Karnah 

Chenab Basin 

• Chenani-I 

• Chennai-II 

• Chenani-III 

• Bhaderwah 

• Baglihar-II 

Indus Basin 

• Iqbal 

• Hunder 

• Sumoor 

• Igo-Mercellong 

• Haftal 

• Marpachoo 

• Bazgo Stakna (with J&KPDD) 

(AI2: Picture was not available on site as on editing date) 

Above: Map of Jammu and Kashmir, showing location of different Indian  

dams on Indus, Jehlum and Chenab and their tributaries. 

 



 

Impact of Indian dams in Kashmir over Pakistan 

• Apart from huge storage capacities of abovementioned dams time of their filling is also a high concern for Pakistan for 

example Baglihar Dam can block 7000 cusecs of water per day whenever India wishes to. Storage of water in Baglihar 

Dam reduced the flow of water in Chenab River during the sowing period of August to October 2008 and badly affected 

the agriculture sector of Pakistan. Pakistan lost 23000 cusecs of water; farmers could not irrigate their fields due to 

shortage of water and resultantly 3.5 million agriculture tracts got barren. The standing cotton, paddy crops of basmati 

rice of Kharif season in Punjab which were ripe got badly affected.  

The sowing of next crop of wheat in September-October also got affected and so was the case with Rabi crop in January-

February this year due to reduced flow of water. 

The Baglihar Dam together with Dul Hasti and other dams can plainly diminish the flow of Chenab during the vital Rabi crop-

sowing season (January and February). 

• Both countries have allocated resources and have shown will to fight with time togain control over Neelam. For Pakistan 

it is a matter of survival, once control over Neelam lost life of Mangla dam would be at risk and the entire investment 

made on Neelam-Jehlum project will also be wasted. 

• In worst case scenario, agriculture and electricity aside, Indian blockade of Pakistani water will tear apart Pakistani social 

fabric as there will be a severe reduction in productivity and millions of people will be deprived of food and water. Riots in 

large cities and towns may erupt and this would jolt the law and order situation in the country. Such incidents with less 

intensity have already taken place in Pakistan against constant load-shedding of electricity. Trains and infrastructure 

was set on fire in some cities, roads were blocked in other and thousands of employees lost their jobs. 

The impact will be multifold in case of water scarcity. Millions of people in Punjab, NWFP and Sindh are directly or indirectly 

related to agriculture sector. These people will be worst sufferers and as a result of no agriculture productivity those who are not 

related to agriculture would also get affected as there would be no food item like wheat, sugar, rice, cotton etc. in market. As a 

result of mass hunger, provinces can also turn into hostile neighbours to which eventually would weaken Pakistani state. The 

country would descend into battles, riots and quarrels over food and water like many African countries. 

• India in the past have  released excessive water into rivers crossing into Pakistan and as a result severe floods in 

NWFP, Punjab and some parts of Sindh as well played havoc. The  1992 flood is one such example when India 

released excessive water into Ravi River which badly affected lands of Punjab and Norowal district in particular.  

Other than flood there are multiple concerns over Indian plans vis-Ã -vis Pakistani interests like 

• In May 2009, Chairman Indus Water Council Pakistan and Coordinator World Water Assembly Zahoorul wrote that 

â€˜Indian water terrorismâ€™ posed more serious threat to Pakistan than Taliban. He said the pace with which India 

was diverting Pakistani rivers, the day is not far off when the country would face situation like Somalia, Ethiopia and 

Chad. 

• Indian water aggression will destroy local industry and agriculture. Trailer of this horror movie has already been played 

during Rabi season last year when India started to fill Baglihar dam despite knowing it was sowing season in Pakistan. 

With even larger dams India will be able to stop Pakistani water for entire season which will destroy linked canal system 

of Pakistan. 



• Chutak is under construction on River Suru. In case any of these dams collapse or large quantity of water is deliberately 

released, it will not only endanger our proposed Bhasha dam but also submerge Skardu city and airport. KKH between 

Besham and Jaglot would wash away. 

• Uri Power Project is located very near to LoC and the world knows that LoC is a constant flashpoint where exchange of 

artillery fire always remains probable. Any such fire exchange put this project at risk as well but still Indians are pushing 

it hence it is evident that India wants Pakistan to take a provoking step in this sector and India can use this opportunity to 

attack Azad Jummu Kashmir. 

Dams Despite problemsâ€¦Why? 

Most notable aspect of Indian water aggression is that India has a poor record of dam safety. Many projects after or during 

execution have ran into serious technical hazards; 

• Two persons died and a dozen were injured when a tunnel of the prestigious Dul Hasti hydro project collapsed on 

January 29th 2007. The incident took place a the day before the National Hydro Power Corporation (NHPC) was 

scheduled to carry out trial run. This happened due to use of substandard material. 

The hydel project on river Chenab near Kishtwar (Doda) had been in controvers ever since the French consortium Domez Sogia 

Boresea stopped work midway after the abduction of one of its engineer in 1992. Four years later, NHPC engaged Jai Parkash 

Industries to execute the civil works and at that time, the project was estimated to be commissioned by October 2003 at a cost of 

Rs4,000 crore. Now, the project cost has increased to Rs5,000 crore, with NHPC authorities expecting to complete it by March. 

 

Consequences! Wars on water 

Situation in Pakistan 

India is executing a massive plan of hydro power plants in Kashmir using Pakistani waters. Electricity produced from these rivers 

will be provided to all neighboring states of Jammu and Kashmir whereas situation in Pakistan is really dispiriting when one looks 

at hydro production in Pakistan. 

 

Pakistan could not build any big reservoir after Mangla and Tarbela dams. No new barrage was constructed either to increase the 

area under cultivation.  Population increase over the years has made the situation worrisome for planners to allocate adequate 

per capita energy and food resources. 

 

Currently, Pakistan has 40,000 MW hydro Power potential on river Indus alone while combined estimate of whole Indus basin 

river system surpasses the figure of 70,000 MW. But unfortunately only 5000 MW is being produced at the moment which is 

merely 12.5% of total potential. Pakistan is going to face severe shortage of power as from 2010 onwards demand is going to hit 

25,000 MW whereas the capacity will go down further with rusting and problems in older thermal plants. 

Existing total installed capacity in Pakistan is 17,726 MW including total Hydel 5010 MW ( Ranges from 1990 MW to 5120 MW 

due to seasonal variations) , total Thermal 12,254 MW and Nuclear Power 462 MW. The Thermal Portion also includes 5813 MW 

from the private sector. 

 

Above situation presents very bleak picture of water and energy security of country. Some drastic steps will have to be taken. 

Some policy recommendations are given below in this regard. 

 

 

Policy Recommendations 



• Water security must be an integral part of Pakistanâ€™s defense policy. To make sure that Pakistani rivers (Indus, 

Chenab, Jehlum, Nelam) keep flowing normally Pakistan must utilise every possible mean from legal to military. 

• Pakistan must declare its response in case India tries to divert or block Pakistani water in Kashmir. Parliament and 

military brass must form a uniform and cohesive policy to counter this existential threat. 

• An aggressive and principled position must be taken at global level on water issue with India.  It must be aired at every 

international forum that consequences of Indian water belligerence towards Pakistan would be worst and would put lives 

of 1.5 billion people of the region at risk. 

• Power generation by hydro power plants must be encouraged at all levels and government must set a clear target of 

building specific number of dams to fulfill the needs of energy and irrigation and also to reduce oil export bill which 

currently is being used in thermal power plants. 

• Parliament must define a maximum threshold time period, based on estimates of population growth and increase in local 

demand, after it must become necessary for ruling government to initiate at least one large reservoir in the country. 

• To overcome the loss of water for the last three decades Pakistan needs more than one big dam and Kalabagh dam is 

one such project which can fulfill the needs of the country. Political parties must constitute a team and must review 

objections of Sindh and NWFP provinces on this project and must come up with a workable solution instead of criminally 

putting the most important project in cold storage as the current government in Islamabad has done. 

• After Baglihar experience, Pakistan must have no doubt about Indian intentions about Pakistani rivers flowing from 

Kashmir. Pakistan needs real time imagery satellite to monitor its rivers in Indian Held Kashmir (IHK) and Indian 

activities on these rivers. So more funds for scientific research and development are recommended here. For 

interim bases friendly countries like China can be approached to get satellite imagery of Western Rivers. There are 

reports that India has stolen water from Indus via a tunnel. These kinds of activities can only be monitored in real time 

using satellite technology. 

• Bigger hydel power projects must be completed at priority like Munda power project, Kohala Power project etc. 

• An aggressive policy is needed to be adopted on funding problems for Diamir- Basha dam as it is the only big reservoir 

on Indus which can ensure water security of the country.  Government must also approach friendly countries like China, 

UAE for the project if World Bank and Asian Development bank fail to provide finances for the project. 

• Pakistani government must take local people around the project sites into confidence as India has already launched 

massive propaganda mission against proposed dam in Gilgat and Baltistan. Below is one example; 

â€¦â€œFirst, the people and political parties of the NA such as Jammu Kashmir Liberation Front (JKLF), Gilgit-Baltistan Alliance 

(GBNA), Jammu Kashmir All Parties National Alliance (APNA) accuse Islamabad of ignoring them before announcing the 

construction of the dam. This ignorance has taken the shape of mass demonstrations and protest movements.. 

 

Complete article can be read at 

http://www.dailyexcelsior.com/web1/06mar23/edit.htm#3 

• Reports suggest that Rs537  billions external assistance is expected for Indian planned projects on Jehlum and Indus 

Rivers. This is a clear case of international hypocrisy as World Bank denounced any aid for Pakistani dam on Indus in 

Northern Areas (Diamir-Basha, Bonji etc) on a pretext of location of these dams being in a disputed area. The fact is that 

all Indian dams in Jammu and Kashmir are also in disputed area since the entire region is disputed as per UNO between 

Pakistan and India. How come India can get massive foreign assistance for hydro projects in Kashmir if Pakistan 

canâ€™t get similar assistance for similar projects in its own Northern Area? Pakistan foreign office must take up this 

matter with international donors. An awareness campaign must be launched in local and international media to highlight 

this duality by international donors. 

• Kashmir is sensitive for both India and Pakistan and without any local support India will try to avoid war in this sector but 

will use every possibility to damage Pakistani agriculture sector by blocking waters and would try to maintain her 

peaceful posture in international community by propaganda. To counter this Pakistan must rush to approach 



International Court of Justice for its share of water which India did block in 2008 through Baglihar dam and which is very 

probable in near future as well. A strong case in International courts would put international construction companies and 

donors not to provide assistance in any water project on Western Rivers in Jammu and Kashmir. 

• Pakistan must ask India to provide complete record of its activities on Western rivers. This is important because under 

IWT either party must notify the other of plans to construct any engineering work which could affect the other party and 

to provide data about such works. 

• If India delivers information about its future plans on Pakistani rivers in Kashmir, the matter could be taken up in 

parliament by political forces. While a group of experts in WAPDA and Water and Power ministry must come up with a 

report about potential side effects of any such project being executed on Pakistani rivers so that solid objections can be 

raised on proposed Indian projects on Western Rivers. 

End Notes: 

• All the figures and facts described in reports were gathered from following sources; 

• Ministry of Power, Govt. of India 

• Ministry of water, Govt. of India 

• National Hydro Power Corporation (NHPC), Govt. of India 

• Jammu and Kashmir State Power Development Corporation Ltd, India 

• Water and Power Development Authority, (WAPDA) Govt. of Pakistan 

• World Bank 

Appendix and article ends above 
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